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ABSTRACT 
 
Mutualisms, cooperative partnerships between species, are among the most prevalent 
and economically important biological interactions. The fitness benefits of mutualism are well-
known to depend on the context in which the interaction occurs, and recent evidence supports 
the hypothesis that mutualism evolution is quite sensitive to environmental change. Thus, rapid 
global changes brought on by human activities could spur the degradation or breakdown of 
mutualistic interactions. The genomic regions underpinning mutualism evolution, and how 
natural selection acts differently on these regions depending on the environment, are generally 
unknown, though such information can shed light on the forces that maintain cooperation in 
nature. Bacterial mutualists in particular might evolve more quickly than other organisms in 
response to environmental changes, thanks to short generation times and horizontal gene 
transfer, providing an ideal system in which to address questions of mutualism evolution. 
The Heath lab and colleagues have shown recently that, in the ecologically and 
economically important mutualism between legumes and their nitrogen (N)-fixing rhizobia 
bacteria, rhizobium partner quality (fitness benefits to plants) has declined in response to 22 
years of sustained N-fertilization. This has broad importance because humans have profoundly 
increased the rate of added N around the world.  
As a follow-up experiment, I conducted whole-genome sequencing and population 
genomic analyses of N-evolved versus unfertilized control rhizobia populations. I demonstrate 
that evolutionary differentiation at a key symbiosis gene region on the symbiotic plasmid 
(pSym) contributes to the decline of partner quality. Moreover patterns of genetic variation at 
selected loci were consistent with recent positive selection within N-fertilized environments. By 
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studying the molecular population genomics of a natural bacterial population within a long-
term ecological field experiment, I found that: 1) the N environment is indeed a potent 
selective force mediating mutualism evolution in this symbiosis, 2) rhizobium partner quality in 
nature is likely to be mediated by key symbiosis genes on the pSym and/or nearby loci, and 3) 
phenotypic change occurred at selected genes atop otherwise recombining genomes – 
supporting classical (“eukaryotic”) models of adaptation in bacterial populations.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The persistence of high-quality mutualists in spite of presumed selective pressure to 
“cheat” has challenged evolutionary biologists for decades. All else being equal, selection 
should favor low-quality mutualists that that maximize their own fitness by minimizing the 
benefits they confer to their partner (Trivers 1970; Bull and Rice 1991; West, Griffin, and 
Gardner 2007). This is particularly true when one host frequently interacts with multiple 
symbiont genotypes, creating a tragedy of the commons among the competing symbionts 
(Denison 2000). Various selective mechanisms (e.g., sanctions, partner choice, partner fidelity 
feedbacks) can favor high-quality mutualists over less-beneficial partners and thus stabilize 
mutualism (reviewed by Frederickson, 2013). Nevertheless recent work on context-dependency 
in mutualisms has suggested that subtle changes in the economy of benefits, such as a shift in 
the availability of an important traded resource in the environment, can alter either the 
composition of mutualist species and/or the forms of natural selection acting on mutualists, 
potentially leading to decreased partner quality or even partner disassociation (Heath, Stock, 
and Stinchcombe 2010; Johnson 2010; Kiers et al. 2010; Sachs and Simms 2006; Weese et al. 
2015). 
Despite these recent advances, we generally lack empirical evidence for the selective 
agents that act on mutualist partner quality, how patterns of natural selection vary across 
abiotic and biotic environmental gradients, and thus how partner quality (co)evolves in natural 
mutualist populations (Hoeksema 2010; Heath and Stinchcombe 2013). Moreover, few 
mutualist systems to date have afforded both the ecological relevance and genomic resolution 
necessary to study the mechanistic underpinnings of mutualism evolution. The legume-
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rhizobium symbiosis, in which leguminous plants house nitrogen-fixing bacteria in root nodules, 
is responsible for the vast majority of non-anthropogenically fixed nitrogen (N) in terrestrial 
systems and thus has major implications for the N cycle (Sprent, Sutherland, and De Faria 1987; 
Cleveland et al. 1999).  Moreover this symbiosis has become a key model for mutualism 
evolution, given the relative ease with which rhizobium genetic variants can be isolated and 
subsequently manipulated in experiments to test key predictions of evolutionary theory (Simms 
et al. 2006; Heath and Tiffin 2009; Regus et al. 2014; Porter and Simms 2014). This recent boom 
in studies of phenotypic evolution in rhizobia, a long history of molecular genetic investigation 
resulting in well-annotated reference genomes (e.g. Reeve et al. 2010; Schneiker-Bekel et al. 
2011), and most recently the ability to collect high-quality population genomic data with 
relative ease, all make N-fixing rhizobia ideal systems for addressing both mechanistic questions 
of mutualism evolution and more general questions about the mode of bacterial adaptation. 
In a quantitative genetic study using rhizobium symbionts of clover, the Heath Lab and 
colleagues have recently shown that rhizobia from natural soil populations fertilized with N for 
22 years were, on average, less beneficial for their host plants compared to those from control 
populations (Weese et al. 2015). This finding has global relevance because legume-rhizobium 
symbioses are non-obligate yet have vital roles in community ecology (Halvorson et al. 1991; 
Thrall et al. 2005), agriculture (Ferguson et al. 2010), and N cycling (Cleveland et al. 1999). 
Moreover, humans have dramatically increased the amount of fixed N (Vitousek et al. 1997; 
Cleveland et al. 1999; Galloway et al. 2004; Galloway et al. 2008; Schlesinger 2009; Canfield, 
Glazer, and Falkowski 2010), altering the availability of the resource traded between rhizobia 
and legume. Phylogenetic analyses based on Sanger sequencing of chromosomal and symbiosis 
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plasmid (pSym) genes in 63 focal strains confirmed that microevolutionary changes, rather than 
shifts in the abundances of pre-existing lineages, differentiated N-evolved from control strains 
(Gordon et al., in review). Moreover the Heath lab also found that variation in partner quality 
among rhizobium strains was predicted by their relatedness at the pSym – implicating either 
particular loci on the pSym or the entire pSym itself in the evolutionary response to N 
fertilization (Gordon et al., in review). These results support a major prediction of mutualism 
theory – that changes in the resource environment can lead to the evolutionary decline of 
mutualism benefits.  
The observed genetic differentiation in response to long-term experimental N-
fertilization, however, does not address directly how selection has acted on partner quality 
(fitness benefits to plants), since partner quality could decline in high N environments if 1) 
positive selection has favored lower quality rhizobium strains (i.e., rhizobia have adapted to 
sustained high N), or 2) selection for high quality strains has been relaxed (i.e., strains have 
simply become defective mutualists in response to sustained high N). Patterns of nucleotide 
variation consistent with these two selective scenarios (reviewed by Hohenlohe et al. 2010) 
should be prominent in areas of the genome that govern mutualism traits. The evolutionary 
importance of low-quality partners to the dynamics of contemporary mutualism dynamics 
remains controversial (Friesen 2012; Kiers et al. 2011; Friesen and Heath 2013; Frederickson 
2013; Ghoul, Griffin, and West 2013; Porter and Simms 2014). Thus identifying how selection 
changes in response to perturbations in the N environment can shed light on an issue of current 
importance in mutualism evolution. 
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In this system, in which natural populations of mutualist bacteria have become 
phenotypically differentiated in response to a manipulated variable (N fertilization), provides 
the rare opportunity to address the genetic underpinnings of mutualism evolution in response 
to long-term changes in the resource environment. Here I analyze the genome sequences of N-
evolved and control rhizobium strains to ask: 1) What is the genomic basis of mutualism decline 
in these rhizobia – are known symbiosis genes on the pSym likely candidates? 2) Do patterns of 
nucleotide variation at selected genes suggest adaptation of rhizobia to a change in their 
resource environment? and 3) How is genome-wide nucleotide variation in these natural 
rhizobium populations structured between N-fertilization treatments and across space in this 
ecological field experiment? 
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METHODS 
Study system 
 Here I studied genomic variation among 63 strains of Rhizobium leguminosarum bv trifolii, N-
fixing rhizobial mutualists of clover (Trifolium spp.), that were isolated and characterized 
phenotypically by Weese et al. (2015); complete methods detailing the ecological context, 
strain isolation, and phenotypic experiments are contained there. Briefly, rhizobium strains 
were isolated from both N-fertilized (22 years of fertilization with 12.3 g N m−2 per year 
granular ammonium nitrate) and control (unfertilized) plots located at the Kellogg Biological 
Station Long Term Ecological Research Site (KBS LTER; http://lter.kbs.msu.edu/). Weese et al. 
(2015) found that rhizobium populations from the N-fertilization treatment had evolved to be 
lower-quality partners for their hosts (i.e., resulted in lower plant aboveground biomass and 
chlorophyll content), compared with rhizobium populations from control plots. Hereafter, I 
refer to the 28 rhizobium strains isolated from N-fertilized plots as “N-evolved” strains and the 
35 strains from unfertilized plots as “control” strains. Table A.1 contains the strain phenotypes 
from Weese et al. (2015). 
  
Whole genome sequencing and annotation  
Strain isolates were grown on solid TY media plates, incubated at 30°C until bacterial colonies 
became visible (3-4 days), and isolated strains were grown in 5 mL TY  liquid media (Vincent 
1970) in a shaking incubator for 1-2 days at 30° C. Genomic DNA was extracted using the 
MasterPure™ DNA Purification Kit (Epicentre), with adjustments (M.L. Friesen, 
http://friesen.plantbiology.msu.edu/?p=133). I used a NanoDrop™ 2000c (Thermo Scientific, 
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Waltham, MA) to ensure that all samples had A260/280 readings between 1.8-2.0. I generated 
multiplexed libraries (no bead normalization step) using the Nextera XT DNA Sample Prep Kit 
(lllumina, San Diego, CA). Libraries were quantified with a Qubit fluorometer 2.0 (Life 
Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) and then diluted with molecular grade water for normalization. 
Normalized libraries were pooled for paired end sequencing in a single lane on a HiSeq2000 
sequencer (Illumina, San Diego, CA) at the W.M. Keck Center for Comparative and Functional 
Genomics at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The lane produced 467 million 
reads, resulting in an average of 720 MB and 97x coverage per genome. 
I used the A5 pipeline (Tritt et al. 2012) with default parameters to automate sequence 
data cleaning, error correction, de novo assembly, and quality control. Genomes were 
assembled de novo rather than using reference-based assembly to avoid potential biases in 
synteny and to better assess highly-variable (i.e. flexible) genomic content often found in 
bacteria (Welch et al. 2002; Boucher, Cordero, and Takemura 2011; Kumar et al. 2015). 
Assembled genomes had a median length of 7.51 Mbp, a median contig number of 45 and a 
median N50 of 459,545 bp (Table A.2). A portion of gaps were filled in silico with GapFiller v. 
1.11, which re-uses paired reads to fill gaps left in draft assemblies (Boetzer and Pirovano 
2012). I annotated the genomes by uploading A5 assemblies to the “Rapid Annotation using 
Subsystem Technology” (RAST) server (Aziz et al. 2008). Genes from annotated assemblies were 
grouped into recognized homologs utilizing the ITEP toolkit (Benedict et al. 2014), which uses 
the MCL program (Markov Chain Clustering) to cluster BLASTp results (0.4 cutoff, 2.0 inflation 
parameter; Enright et al. 2002). 
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I defined the ‘core genome’ as orthologous, single copy ITEP gene clusters found within 
all strains and the reference Rhizobium leguminosarum bv. trifolii strain WSM1325 (Reeve et al. 
2010). The remaining (non-core) genes comprise the ‘flexible genome’ (i.e. genes shared among 
subsets of strains). Utilizing an ITEP pipeline, core gene sequences were aligned and reverse-
translated with the --auto flag in mafft v7.123b (Katoh and Standley 2013) and PAL2NAL v14 
(Suyama, Torrents, and Bork 2006) respectively. The ITEP GBlocks wrapper script was used for 
automated alignment curation using ‘relaxed’ settings (-c 33 -f 38 -n 10 -m 5 -g h) for each core 
gene (Talavera and Castresana 2007). I masked genes found only in a single strain for a more 
conservative estimate of gene presence/absence variation in treatment populations. There 
were a total of 14607 gene clusters in the pan genome (i.e. core and flexible genome), with 
5284 of these genes that could be mapped to reference coordinates. There were a total of 1021 
core (i.e., single copy, present in all strains) genes among all 63 strains. For the analysis using 
the 57 strain subset (see below), there were a total of 1256 core genes. 
  
Genome-wide patterns of variation: 
 In order to determine evolutionary relationships among strains, I used Mugsy v1.2.3 (Angiuoli 
and Salzberg 2011) with the  “−distance 1000” and “−minlength 100” options to create a whole 
core genome alignment (WGA) of all 63 A5 assemblies and the WSM1325 reference. The 
resulting MAF blocks were transformed into FASTA format using the “MAF to FASTA” Galaxy 
tool (Blankenberg, Taylor, and Nekrutenko 2011). I used the GTR-Γ model with 100 bootstrap 
replicates in RAxML v8.0.19 (Stamatakis 2014) and visualized the distribution of partner quality 
on the WGA tree by mapping mean trait values using iTOL v2 (Letunic and Bork 2011). To test 
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whether nucleotide variation in the rhizobium genome was structured geographically and/or 
between N fertilization treatments, I used Arlequin v3.5.1.2 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010) to carry 
out separate hierarchical analyses of molecular variance (AMOVA) for the chromosome and 
each of the five plasmids, including strain, plot within treatment (six plots per N treatment), and 
N treatment as factors. 
  
Patterns of gene loss at a key symbiosis gene region of the pSym 
Many key genes known to be necessary for the formation and maintenance of symbiosis with 
legumes exist within a symbiosis island roughly centered at 0.303 Mbp on the pSym of the 
reference strain, R. leguminosarum bv trifolii WSM1325 (Reeve et al. 2010), and I was 
particularly interested in testing whether genes at this region were differentiated between N-
evolved and control rhizobia. I found that six strains lacked many of the genes in this region 
(see “Results”), largely confirming the findings of a previous study using Sanger sequencing of 
nifH and nifD (Gordon et al., in review). This pattern of gene loss left a large gap in the core 
gene alignment at this critical region of interest (Results, and gap on the pSym in Fig. 1A); 
therefore, I used the 57 strains that possessed the region of the pSym in population genetic 
analyses (below) to test for patterns of differentiation at the symbiosis gene region of the 
pSym. 
  
Genetic differentiation between N-evolved and control strains  
Genes underlying phenotypic differentiation between N-evolved and control rhizobia should be 
both: 1) genetically differentiated (have elevated FST) between N-evolved and control groups, 
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and 2) associated with symbiotic partner quality (plant growth phenotypes). Thus I calculated 
FST for core genes in two ways. First, I identified genes showing elevated FST between N-evolved 
and control strains (i.e., between the groups of rhizobia originally collected from N-fertilized 
versus control plots). Second, I ordered strains according to rank partner quality (rather than N 
treatment) by summing the ranks of all plant growth traits (see ranks in Table A.1) and split the 
strains into two groups: “high-quality” (8 N-evolved and 21 control strains) vs. “low-quality” (16 
N-evolved and 12 control strains). I then identified genes showing elevated FST between these 
two quality groups. In conjunction with the ITEP toolkit, I used a collection of “pop_genome” 
scripts (Youngblut et al. 2015; https://github.com/nyoungb2/pop_genome) to carry out 
population genetic analyses with core gene alignments. Population pairwise FST was calculated 
with default parameters for each core gene using Arlecore v3.5.1.3 (Excoffier and Lischer 2010). 
Patterns of gene gain or loss could also contribute to the differentiation between N-
evolved and control populations. To examine the distribution of the flexible genome, I 
constructed a gene presence index (GPI) for each gene in the pan genome that mapped to the 
WSM1325 reference: GPI = (Total # control strains with gene/35) – (Total # N-evolved strains 
with gene/28). Thus, the GPI reflects the degree to which a particular gene is found in N-
evolved rhizobia compared to control rhizobia; negative values indicate genes found more 
commonly in N-evolved strains, and positive values indicate genes found more commonly in 
control strains. 
  
Patterns of nucleotide variation at candidate selected genes 
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I deemed genes with significant FST under either criterion above to be selected candidates. 
Forms of selection acting differently in N-fertilized (versus control) plots should generate 
distinct patterns of nucleotide variation at these regions; after positive directional selection in 
the N plots, for example, candidates in the N-evolved strains should have reduced genetic 
diversity compared to the rest of the genome and to control strains (Lewontin and Krakauer 
1973; Beaumont and Nichols 1996; Kauer, Dieringer, and Schlötterer 2003; Beaumont and 
Balding 2004). I calculated nucleotide diversity (π) within N-evolved and control populations for 
each core gene on the chromosome or pSym using ProSeq v3.5 (Filatov 2009) and then 
performed a sliding window analysis of π using a window size of 11 genes (to match the size of 
the candidate gene region; see Results) and a step-size of 6 genes (190 windows total). The 
other four plasmids were excluded due to a relative deficiency of core genes. R 3.0.3 (R Core 
Team, 2013 http://www.R-project.org/) was used to plot the regression of sliding window 
results for N-evolved and control populations, and to generate the 95% confidence and 
prediction intervals. I used the 95% prediction interval to identify regions of the genome (sliding 
windows) where π is particularly elevated in control strains and decreased in N-evolved strains 
(consistent with positive selection in N plots). Because an increase of fixed nonsynonymous 
mutations between N-evolved and control populations could also indicate positive selection 
acting at a candidate gene (Yang and Bielawski 2000), I used a pop_genome script to calculate 
between-population dN/dS via SNAP (Korber 2000), and performed a sliding window analysis 
for dN/dS as above. 
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RESULTS 
Genome-wide patterns of variation 
In order to understand how rhizobium genetic variation was structured in the context of the 
larger ecological experiment, I first used AMOVA to partition the nucleotide variation in the 
rhizobium genome into three components: among-strain variation, among-plot variation (six 
field plots per treatment), and between-treatment variation (between N-fertilized and control). 
I performed separate analyses for core chromosomal SNPs, core plasmid SNPs, and variable 
gene content. In all analyses, I found that the vast majority of genetic variation occurred among 
individual strains (significant among-strain variance; Table 1), which is perhaps not surprising 
given that bacterial populations are quite variable, even at fine spatial scales (Tettelin et al. 
2008; Mira et al. 2010). In all three analyses, I did find evidence for spatial genetic structure 
(significant among-plot variance; Table 1), suggesting that there are at least some limits to gene 
flow at a rather fine geographic scale in these rhizobia (Whitaker, Grogan, and Taylor 2003; Vos 
and Velicer 2008).  
I found little evidence of genome-wide differentiation between N-evolved and control 
rhizobia. The between-treatment variance was non-significant in all AMOVA analyses (Table 1), 
though the pSym showed the highest between-treatment variance (FCT = 0.02; p <0.2). Likewise 
the phylogeny of strains showed little genome-wide differentiation between N-evolved and 
control strains, with well-supported clades often containing both N-evolved and control strains, 
as well as low-quality and high-quality strains (Fig. A.1). This is consistent with previous analyses 
using MLST (Weese et al. 2015; Gordon et al., in review). 
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Genes on the pSym underlie partner quality decline in rhizobia  
I posited that rhizobium genes underlying mutualism decline should be both 1) genetically 
differentiated between N-evolved and control rhizobia, and 2) associated with partner quality 
phenotypes (plant growth and chlorophyll content). Multiple lines of evidence from both the 
core and flexible genome analyses implicate a key region of the pSym in the decline of partner 
quality in response to N fertilization in these rhizobia. 
First, I detected islands of genetic differentiation between N-evolved and control groups 
at the key symbiosis region of the pSym, which is known to possess several genes critical for the 
formation and maintenance of symbiosis with legumes. This region of the pSym contained 
seven outlier loci that were particularly differentiated between N-evolved and control groups 
(mean FST  = 0.12, all p < 0.05) compared to the backdrop of low overall genomic differentiation 
(mean FST= 0.020, SD= 0.021, 95
th percentile = 0.051; Fig. 1A). This is the expected genomic 
pattern if traits under divergent selection between populations are controlled by one or more 
selected genes in the face of ongoing gene flow across the rest of the genome (reviewed by 
Storz 2005; Nosil et al. 2009). An even stronger pattern emerged when I looked for genes that 
were associated with mutualistic quality by calculating FST between groups defined by partner 
quality rather than by N treatment of origin. Again I found an island of high differentiation at 
the symbiosis region pSym (Fig. A.2). The 24 candidate loci identified through this analysis had 
significantly elevated FST values (mean FST = 0.125, all p < 0.05)  versus low genomewide 
differentiation (mean= 0.025, SD= 0.026, 95th percentile = 0.060).  
A secondary line of evidence implicating the symbiosis region of the pSym is the pattern 
of gene loss in this region, leading to the 57 strain subset. The symbiosis gene region of the 
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pSym in general stands out as a region of variable gene content in the genome (Fig. 1C). 
Average partner quality in the six excluded strains (which are missing the genes in this region) is 
below the average for all other strains, and significantly so for plant biomass (t = -2.09, p = 0.04; 
Table A.1). Moreover, four of these excluded strains were of N plot origin; in other words, 
control strains were more likely to possess these genes, resulting in an elevated GPI (gene 
presence index) at this region (Fig. 1D). Together these results suggest that loss of key 
symbiosis genes, as well as genetic changes in the strains that possess them, contribute to the 
phenotypic differentiation between N-evolved and control rhizobia. 
Beyond this key region on the pSym, analyses of PAV revealed high variation in gene 
content among strains and that there were no genes completely absent in control strains and 
present in all N-evolved strains, or vice versa (Fig. 1C & D). Genes in the top 1% of GPI values 
indicated that they were found very commonly among control strains and more rarely among 
N-evolved strains, and conversely so for genes in the bottom 1% (orange triangles in Fig. 1D). 
There is little overall deviation from GPI = 0 (mean= 0.004, SD= 0.055, min= -0.336, max= 
0.450), revealing that a majority of genes can be found in equal numbers of control and N-
evolved strains. The top and bottom 1% of GPI values contain no obvious symbiosis genes 
(Table A.3), though given that most symbiosis genes have been identified in knock-out studies 
in the lab using isogenic mutants, it is likely that a large fraction of the genes generating natural 
variation in partner quality remain unannotated (Heath, Burke, and Stinchcombe 2012). 
 
Candidate selected genes 
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My analyses indicate that divergent selection acting at the symbiosis island of the pSym 
underlies the phenotypic differentiation between N-fertilized and control rhizobia in the LTER 
experiment. Because these genes are in close proximity, it is unclear which genes have been 
targeted by selection; nevertheless, given the large body of genetic work on symbiosis genes in 
this region (Black et al. 2012), several interesting candidates stand out. For example, nifH, nifD, 
nifK, nifA, nodB, and fixC were outliers in both FST analyses (full list of candidate loci can be 
found in Table A.4), and additionally nifE, nifN, and nodF differentiated high- and low-quality 
groups in the second analysis The nifH, nifD, and nifK genes are responsible for the formation of 
the nitrogenase enzymatic complex, which reduces atmospheric di-nitrogen (N2) to ammonia 
for plant use (Fischer 1994). Additionally, nifA, helps regulate the expression of various N-fixing 
genes (Dixon and Kahn 2004), while fixC is part of the fixABCX complex involved in gene 
transcription regulation in low oxygen conditions (e.g. inside the nodule) and posited to have a 
central role in electron transfer to nitrogenase (Edgren and Nordlund 2004; Sperotto et al. 
2004). In general, nod genes code for enzymes that generate Nod factors, rhizobium signalling 
molecules between rhizobia and plant required for nodulation initiation; nodB in particular is 
part of the nodABC operon, which generates the main Nod factor structure (Jones et al. 2007). 
While these genes have long been recognized as necessary for forming or maintaining 
symbiosis with legumes, this study is the first to implicate standing genetic variation at this 
important region of the pSym in ongoing mutualism evolution in contemporary populations of 
rhizobia.  
 
Patterns of nucleotide variation at candidate selected genes  
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A decline in rhizobium partner quality in response to N-fertilization could have occurred via 
either local adaptation or relaxed selection, and investigating patterns of nucleotide variation at 
candidate differentiated genes could potentially distinguish between these two key scenarios. 
On the one hand, N-evolved rhizobia could be locally adapted; N fertilization could generate 
positive selection for more fit, yet less-beneficial strains adapted to high N environments if the 
selective mechanisms that favor high-quality rhizobia under normal (low-N) conditions (e.g., 
sanctions or partner choice; Akçay and Simms 2011) are relaxed. In this scenario, candidate 
regions/genes should show decreased nucleotide diversity within N plots as well as increased 
between-treatment dN/dS (i.e. fixed substitutions), compared to the rest of the genome – 
consistent with a positive selective sweep. On the other hand, a general decline in mutualism 
(fewer host plants, less nodulation of the existing hosts; Huberty et al. 1998) could simply relax 
purifying selection for high-quality mutualists and allow the accumulation of mutations 
deleterious to mutualism in the N-fertilized plots. In this scenario, candidate genes should show 
an increase in nucleotide diversity within N plots, relative to the rest of the genome, while also 
showing an increased between-treatment dN/dS.  
To investigate patterns of genetic diversity at the pSym region of interest as well as the 
rest of the pSym and chromosome, I used a sliding window analysis of π in N-evolved vs. control 
groups (Fig. 2). Genome-wide average π was, in general, higher among N-evolved strains 
compared to control strains; nevertheless, π strongly covaried between the two groups (R = 
0.67, p < 0.0001; Fig. 2A&B). The sliding window regions of the pSym that harbored key 
candidates (i.e., pSym loci with peak FST) also fell outside of the lower bounds of the 95% 
prediction interval of the correlation between N-evolved and control π (blue triangles in Fig. 
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2B), indicating that nucleotide diversity at these regions was significantly decreased in N-
evolved strains compared to control strains. Moreover these pSym windows show a peak of 
between-population dN/dS (i.e., they possess more fixed nonsynonymous substitutions 
between N-evolved and control groups), with the symbiosis island constituting the highest 
dN/dS on the pSym and chromosome alike. Taken together, these results suggest that crucial 
symbiosis genes have been under recent positive selection in the N-fertilized plots. 
Several window regions on the chromosome possessed decreased π in control, 
compared to N-evolved, strains (and thus fall above the upper bounds of the prediction interval 
in Fig. 2B). Only a single gene residing in these regions had elevated between-treatment FST 
(0.14, p <0.001) that would be consistent with differential selection in N-fertilized versus 
control plots. This gene in annotated as adenylate cyclase (ec 4.6.1.1) / guanylate cyclase (ec 
4.6.1.2), and codes for enzymes important for extracellular signal transduction (Baker and Kelly 
2004). Adenlyate cyclases are thought to be important for invading the host plant (Prell and 
Poole 2006), perhaps allowing for bacterial control of root susceptibility to infection (Tian et al. 
2012). A relaxation of selection acting on this gene in N-plots could conceivably allow 
deleterious mutations to accumulate, hindering extracellular signaling between rhizobia and 
the host plant; this hypothesis could be tested elsewhere. 
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DISCUSSION 
The symbiosis between rhizobia and legumes is vital to both natural and agricultural 
systems and has been predicted to be vulnerable to global change, particularly to changes in 
soil nutrient availability. Here I have resolved the genomic basis for the evolution of poor-
quality rhizobium symbionts in natural populations subject to 22 years of N fertilization. I found 
that a region of the pSym housing several important symbiosis genes is an island of 
differentiation between N-evolved and control groups, that variation at this region correlates 
with partner quality, and finally that genes in this region show decreased nucleotide diversity in 
N-evolved strains relative to control strains and increased fixed nonsynonymous substitutions 
(i.e., between N-treatment dN/dS). These results indicate that N-evolved rhizobia have 
experienced positive selection at this region of the pSym, suggesting that lower quality rhizobia 
have been selectively favored in high N environments. I discuss the implications of these key 
results below. 
 
Bacterial adaptation in nature  
Rhizobial bacteria are an excellent system for addressing basic questions in bacterial evolution. 
First, they contribute a large fraction of the fixed N on earth and thus play key roles in the N 
cycle, which is changing rapidly as a result of human activities (Vitousek et al. 1997; Galloway et 
al. 2008; Canfield, Glazer, and Falkowski 2010). Second, because a taxonomically-restricted 
group of nodulating rhizobia can be “trapped” out of the soil by their host plants under 
controlled conditions, it is somewhat easier to perform population genetic sampling on rhizobia 
compared to other soil bacteria, much like utilizing the charismatic fruiting bodies of social 
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Myxococcus bacteria (Vos and Velicer 2006). An under-recognized factor hindering our 
understanding of bacterial adaptation is often the lack of ecologically relevant phenotypes; in 
this mutualistic system however, traits that affect rhizobium survival and reproduction in a 
natural setting can be more easily measured. This is because plant fitness is typically aligned 
with rhizobium fitness (Friesen 2012): legume growth and fecundity is increased with rhizobium 
infection (Kaschuk et al. 2010) and such growth increases the number of rhizobia in the soil 
(Kuykendall 1989). 
Bacterial symbionts are key players in many plant and animal mutualisms (Bäckhed et al. 
2005; Sachs, Essenberg, and Turcotte 2011; Sachs et al. 2014), yet the historical dearth of 
ecological genetic studies in bacteria has meant that the rules governing adaptation in natural 
populations of bacteria are still being elucidated (Cordero and Polz 2014). The balance between 
natural selection and recombination within natural bacterial populations is an important 
unresolved aspect. In the ecotype model, selection acting at one or more loci in primarily 
asexual lineages results in genome-wide sweeps that purge previously-existing genetic variation 
in the population (Cohan 2006). Though the ecotype model can help explain adaptation and 
genotypic clustering (i.e. core genes) in some microorganisms (Rocap et al. 2003; Klatt et al. 
2011; Koeppel et al. 2013), it does not agree with many microbial studies showing adaptive 
regions of reduced genetic diversity amidst high background polymorphism (Guttman and 
Dykhuizen 1994; Denef, Mueller, and Banfield 2010; Shapiro et al. 2012; Krause et al. 2014). 
Indeed, better genomic tools and increased focus on natural bacterial populations have led 
researchers to posit that bacterial adaptation might resemble classical models of eukaryotic 
evolution as opposed to the ecotype model (Cadillo-Quiroz et al. 2012; Polz, Alm, and Hanage 
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2013), i.e., fixation of adaptive alleles at particular loci against an otherwise-recombining 
background.  
Like these previous microbial studies and one in R. leguminosarum (Kumar et al. 2015), 
the evolutionary dynamics I observe do not favor the ecotype model of adaptation; instead, I 
found a genomic island of differentiation between populations experiencing different 
fertilization histories. This island stands out against a genome-wide background of 
recombination/admixture – both phylogenetic trees and AMOVA indicate little genomewide 
differentiation between N-evolved and control strains, paired with low genome-wide FST and 
variable levels of polymorphism.  Moreover, Kumar et al. found that genotypic clusters of R. 
leguminosarum have high rates of recombination that prevent divergence by drift (Kumar et al. 
2015). Thus, R. leguminosarum populations found in nature are not simply comprised of highly 
clonal assemblages maintained by periodic selection, but are comprised of dynamic ecological 
populations that are unified by gene flow despite being genotypically diverse (Cordero and Polz 
2014). 
Lastly, presence-absence variation (PAV) due to the gain and loss of genes is likely 
important for ecological adaptation in microbes, but the evolutionary mechanisms governing 
this variation are just starting to be elucidated (Lobkovsky, Wolf, and Koonin 2013; Cordero and 
Polz 2014; Epstein, Sadowsky, and Tiffin 2014). Because formal tests of selection on microbial 
flexible gene content are in their infancy (Shapiro 2013), I looked for a significant association 
between gene PAV and the N environment. Characteristic of the microbial “U” shaped gene 
frequency distribution (Lobkovsky, Wolf, and Koonin 2013), a large portion of genes in the pan 
genome were found in high frequency with much of the remaining gene content occurring at 
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low frequency. High frequency (i.e. core or nearly core) genes typically encode housekeeping 
functions irrespective of local environment, whereas the prevalence of low frequency genes 
suggests that much of the flexible gene content is important for biological interactions (e.g. 
phage predation) in local microhabitats, likely maintained by high gene turnover on short 
timescales (Hao and Golding 2006; Doolittle and Zhaxybayeva 2009; Cordero and Polz 2014). 
There were no genes completely absent in control strains and only present in N-evolved strains 
(GPI = -1), or vice versa (GPI= 1), and genes lacked very high or low GPI values in general. 
Therefore, high structural variation in gene content is not clearly linked to lowered cooperation 
after long-term N exposure, but likely reflects the inherent nature of high gene PAV in R. 
leguminosarum (Kumar et al. 2015) and perhaps local microecological population structure 
missed by the treatment designations.  Indeed, a recent study in Sinorhizobium found that 
variation in gene content among closely related strains was unlikely to be important for the 
long-term evolution of the species (Epstein, Sadowsky, and Tiffin 2014).  A more comprehensive 
understanding of the relative contributions of PAV versus nucleotide variation in microbial 
adaptation will first require many natural systems in which phenotypic evolution is well-studied 
and more population genomic datasets. 
 
Genomic basis of mutualist partner quality 
A strong history of molecular genetic work using rhizobial mutants and changes in gene 
expression during various stages of symbiosis has revealed the necessity of certain genes for 
the establishment and maintenance of symbiosis (e.g., Oke and Long 1999; Long 2001; Udvardi 
and Poole 2013; Barnett and Long 2015). As a result, the genomes of model rhizobium strains 
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are rather well-annotated for the genes involved in symbiosis (Kaneko et al. 2002; Becker et al. 
2009; Reeve et al. 2010), facilitating links between genotypic variation and mutualist 
phenotypes in natural populations. Indeed, I implicated a region containing crucial symbiosis 
genes including nifH, nifD, nifK, nifA, nodB, and fixC in the decline of partner quality in R. 
leguminosarum; therefore, my results suggest that at least some portion of the naturally-
occurring genetic variation segregating in natural rhizobium populations occurs in the well-
studied symbiosis gene region of the pSym. Studies such as ours, which focus on natural 
variation and the loci underlying ecologically-relevant traits, provide a nice complement to 
mutant analyses, which typically use only one or a few strains. Moreover studies of naturally-
occurring genetic variation are necessary for resolving the loci targeted by ongoing 
contemporary natural selection (Stinchcombe and Hoekstra 2008; Hoeksema 2010; Heath and 
Stinchcombe 2013), since these genes may be different from those resolved in functional 
genetic work (e.g., Heath et al. 2012).  
 
Evolutionary dynamics governing mutualisms 
Beyond the ability to resolve the genomic basis of symbiotic variation and mutualism evolution 
in nature, genome-wide sequence data can also shed light on the recent selective histories of 
candidate genes/regions to address alternative hypotheses about the ways in which N-
fertilization might have driven evolutionary change. I provide evidence that points to positive 
selection acting on the symbiosis island in the N-fertilized environments. That is, rather than 
relaxed purifying selection for mutualism in high N environments (compared to control 
environments) allowing the accumulation of deleterious mutations that decrease partner 
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quality, my data suggests that these less-beneficial rhizobia have adapted to sustained high N 
conditions. 
In particular, I hypothesize that there has been selection for a tradeoff between 
symbiotic and host-free lifestyles.  For example, selection could favor less-effective symbiosis 
genes that decrease the rate of energy costly N-fixation in N-evolved strains, allowing for more 
energy investment towards rhizobium fitness such as storing carbon in poly-3-
hydroxybutyurate (PHB) molecules for soil reproduction (Ratcliff, Underbakke, and Denison 
2011).  Indeed, there is gene loss among a subset of relatively low-quality mutualists in the 
same symbiosis island of genetic differentiation between N-evolved and control strains, 
possibly due to less energy investment towards high cooperation in sustained N fertilization. 
There is molecular evidence of a tradeoff between saprotrophy and mutualism, where both 
Rhizobium etli PHB synthase mutants and Rhizobium tropici glycogen synthase mutants 
exhibited higher rates of nitrogen fixation (Cevallos et al. 1996; Marroquí et al. 2001). 
Furthermore, a recent study in which rhizobia were evolved in culture and subsequently 
compared for partner quality indicated that a decline in symbiotic quality was likely the result 
of selective lifestyle trade-offs (Sachs, Hollowell, and Russell 2011). The Heath Lab is currently 
investigating whether N-evolved strains are better saprophytes (Gordon et al., in prep). 
The documented decline in clover host plant availability in N-fertilized plots (Weese et 
al. 2015) could lead to prolonged saprobic phases and therefore selection for traits favoring 
rhizobia fitness over cooperation, but there was no significant correlation between partner 
quality and average total clover mass found in the plots from 1999-2008 (10 year average).  
Instead, it is possible that stabilizing mechanisms which typically maintain high quality rhizobia 
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in low-N environments such as sanctions, partner choice and/or positive fitness feedbacks 
(discussed in Oono et al. 2009; Frederickson 2013; Heath and Stinchcombe 2013) have 
weakened in sustained high-N environments. There is considerable debate in the literature over 
the particular mechanisms underlying host-mediated selective pressure on rhizobia and 
whether selective mechanisms are adaptations to symbiosis per se. Nevertheless founding a 
host nodule entails a high fitness benefit, since the inhabiting rhizobium strain proliferates by 
several orders of magnitude (Ratcliff, Underbakke, and Denison 2011). Many plants have been 
shown to sanction poor rhizobium partners by preferentially rewarding rhizobia within 
productive nodules with high fitness benefits (Kiers et al. 2003; Oono, Denison, and Kiers 2009). 
A previous quantitative model (Akçay and Simms 2011) predicts that increasing availability of 
soil N should weaken this sanctioning process, since hosts might be more inclined to sanction 
when N is more limiting. Moreover, if host selective mechanisms, including sanctions, are the 
primary force maintaining high partner quality in natural rhizobium populations, then less-
beneficial rhizobia would be expected to become more prevalent when such selective 
mechanisms are weakened in high-N environments. Recent evidence in Lotus does not support 
weakened plant selection in high-N environments (Regus et al. 2014), though there is some 
evidence that weakened sanctions may be the long-term evolutionary consequence of artificial 
selection on soybeans (Kiers, Hutton, and Denison 2007). Positive fitness feedbacks (e.g., 
partner fidelity feedback or PFF; Weyl et al. 2011) between host and rhizobium fitness are also 
predicted to be weakened in high N environments (West et al. 2002), where legume fitness 
should be unlimited by rhizobium quality.  Moreover, evidence from the previous whole soil 
inoculation experiment suggests that there is decreased rhizobia density in N-fertilized plots 
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(Weese et al. 2015). Fewer rhizobia in the soil could also potentially contribute to weakened 
host plant control mechanisms, as plants have fewer genotypes to ‘choose’ from and N-evolved 
strains still readily infect host plants in high N. Taken together, any one or combination of these 
scenarios could generate positive selection for symbiosis genes that result in lower mutualistic 
quality and yield higher rhizobium fitness outside the nodule. Future studies could pinpoint the 
particular substitutions underlying the decline of partner quality in this system, and well as their 
functional importance. 
This study is novel in that it merges long-term ecological field experiments and bacterial 
comparative genomics to answer key questions about evolutionary mechanisms in nature. In 
particular, I show that chronic N-input from fertilization drives selection for less cooperation in 
wild R. leguminosarum, providing insight into both the maintenance of mutualisms after 
anthropogenic change and bacterial adaptive processes in nature. 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 
Fig. 1: Patterns of genetic structure (FST) between N treatments and gene presence and absence across the genome for N-evolved and control Rhizobium 
leguminosarum. Plot A: Gene-by-gene FST between N-evolved and control rhizobia for all (1021) core genes using all 63 experimental strains. The region of the 
pSym (in pink) that houses key symbiosis genes of interest (e.g., nifH, nifD, nifK, nifA, nodB, and fixC) is highlighted in blue. Plot 1B: Gene-by-gene FST between 
N-evolved and control rhizobia for all (1256) core genes using the subset of 57 strains possessing the key symbiosis gene region of the pSym. In A & B, red 
points indicate significant FST values (p < 0.05), and the dashed line represents the genome-wide average FST. Plot C: Total number of strains (out of 63) 
possessing each gene in the pan-genome (5284 genes total). Plot D: Gene presence index (GPI) for all genes in the pan-genome for all 63 strains. Genes with 
GPI values larger than zero were found more often in N-evolved strains; genes with values below zero were found more often in control strains. Orange 
triangles denote the top and bottom 1% of GPI values. 
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Fig. 2: Patterns of between-population dN/dS (i.e., between N-evolved and control populations) 
and within-treatment nucleotide diversity (π) across the chromosome and pSym for 57 strains 
of Rhizobium leguminosarum. Plot A: Points represent sliding window means (window size = 11 
genes), and dashed lines represent genome-wide averages. Plot B: Nucleotide diversity (π) in N-
evolved versus control populations; each point represents a sliding window from Plot A. 
Correlation coefficient (R) = 0.67, p < 0.0001. The 95% confidence and prediction intervals are 
shown in purple and gray, respectively. Black points denote sliding windows on the 
chromosome, whereas peach-colored points denote sliding windows on the pSym; blue 
triangles denote two sliding windows (which overlap by 6 genes) that house the significant 
symbiosis gene region displaying high FST. 
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Table 1: Hierarchical Analysis of Molecular Variance (AMOVA) to partition the genetic variation 
in 63 genomes of Rhizobium leguminosarum: variation between nitrogen treatments (FCT; 
between strains isolated from N-fertilized and control plots), variation among plots within 
treatments (FSC; six plots per treatment), and variation among individual strains (FST). Core 
chromosomal genes, core genes on each of the five plasmids, and flexible gene content (i.e., 
binary gene presence and absence data) were analyzed separately. Numbers in parentheses 
indicate the number of core genes concatenated for an analysis. Bold numbers indicate values 
when p <0.05. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.1: Maximum likelihood phylogeny of clover-associated N-evolved and control Rhizobium 
leguminosarum using the whole core genome alignment. Colored circles mapped to the tips 
represent strain means for partner quality traits, as described in Weese et al. (2015): stolon 
number (SN), leaf number (LN), shoot mass (SM), chlorophyll content (CC), and total rank order 
(TR). Larger circles indicate higher partner quality trait values (i.e., more-beneficial rhizobia). 
Numbers on branches indicate bootstrap support >60. Well-supported clades often contain a 
mix of N-evolved and control rhizobia (red and blue respectively), and high and low quality 
rhizobia (big and small circles). 
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Fig. A.2: Association between genetic variation and partner quality: gene-by-gene FST between 
high- and low-quality Rhizobium leguminosarum, independent of N treatment of origin, for all 
core genes in the 57-strain subset. Red points indicate significant FST values (p<0.05); the 
dashed line represents the genome-wide average FST. 
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Table A.1: Partner quality for all 63 rhizobium strains from Weese et al. (2015). Trait values are back-transformed LS means for all 
plants inoculated with a particular strain from a large common garden experiment. Strains highlighted in green and red indicate the 
31 high and 32 low quality strains, respectively. Rows containing the six strains excluded from the 57-strain subset (i.e., those 
missing the important symbiosis gene region) are in bold. 
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Table A.1 (continued) 
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Table A.2: Summary statistics for whole genome assembly using the A5 pipeline for 63 strains of  Rhizobium leguminosarum from N-
fertilized and control plots.  
 
Strain Trt. Number Contigs Number Assembly Bases ContigN50 Min. Contig Length Max. Contig Length 
3 C 28 6928895 718253 215 1439959 
16 N 43 7341666 535035 259 1253487 
40 N 34 6997789 479099 206 1326182 
50 C 39 7428744 563506 224 1226425 
56 N 37 7108763 516257 202 894172 
61 N 90 7624999 321958 210 900513 
74 C 64 7464859 284598 230 545385 
97 N 38 7382302 400816 203 1062483 
100 C 38 7246000 369380 200 780678 
108 C 59 7314119 394847 242 1518382 
110 C 51 7529265 407853 217 970627 
113 C 48 7294136 507928 223 1258208 
116 N 26 7631359 580095 428 1457299 
145 C 41 7543337 529656 219 1161782 
155 C 7789 16165545 4495 200 235756 
156 N 92 7409086 349691 210 908752 
160 C 22 7121940 613097 209 1688386 
173 C 114 7622794 244090 200 897883 
180 C 62 7770709 344216 212 801718 
209 N 103 7637694 317349 223 800489 
228 C 25 7296617 623134 940 1539958 
231 N 100 7634599 296192 228 902195 
262 N 50 7593180 336677 231 857818 
308 C 35 7513091 492769 215 1004934 
318 C 30 7353881 525866 221 874023 
325 C 54 7490931 553736 226 1173041 
328 N 52 7274524 335188 201 1210981 
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Table A.2 (continued) 
 
Strain Trt. Number Contigs Number Assembly Bases ContigN50 Min. Contig Length Max. Contig Length 
344 C 39 7197944 490727 219 1594094 
381 N 32 7187367 600247 228 1492239 
415 C 27 7518460 457696 276 1046737 
438 C 60 7457142 405629 208 1151309 
449 C 49 7377961 559524 203 1252597 
460 C 55 7705604 473569 251 1065625 
461 C 37 7530704 373873 268 865640 
462 C 41 7549996 565728 251 1457056 
475 N 39 7515826 375687 210 1504348 
478 N 57 7526012 426559 200 1094186 
493 C 64 7722631 530888 200 1437129 
498 N 50 7345834 563750 217 2516484 
499 C 47 7347885 374272 213 967210 
511 N 30 7519065 502124 218 1196919 
527 N 57 7566274 381548 286 884038 
538 N 34 7421025 517359 370 1327691 
559 C 65 7800889 362935 242 1182645 
577 N 52 7799488 564672 201 1115599 
596 N 31 7628347 488033 238 951645 
627 C 56 7619004 459545 217 803470 
636 C 41 7816534 415603 227 945620 
643 N 39 6904695 407517 251 1103193 
651 N 45 7341247 437978 212 1904924 
699 N 31 7360805 491668 201 1022478 
706 C 41 7227947 526828 208 1231359 
717 N 53 7641038 334060 210 1304593 
726 C 45 7243914 548354 217 1203530 
729 C 27 7799615 601330 203 1414906 
758 C 65 7230392 343042 205 1172056 
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Table A.2 (continued) 
 
Strain Trt. Number Contigs Number Assembly Bases ContigN50 Min. Contig Length Max. Contig Length 
773 N 53 5814052 446126 228 767036 
796 N 39 7768132 471664 231 1175562 
837 C 43 7321231 564135 206 1318304 
859 N 139 7842133 174972 201 678682 
861 C 60 7664173 336685 226 690665 
901 C 124 11386863 246459 211 1003241 
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Table A.3: Gene presence index (GPI), annotation information, and genomic coordinates for the top and bottom 1% of GPI values 
that map to the reference strain WSM1325, indicating that they were more commonly found in either N-evolved (negative values) or 
control (positive values) populations. 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start (bp) Stop (bp) Strand Annotation Total C 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total N 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total Number 
of Strains w/ 
Gene 
Gene Presence 
Index (GPI) 
6614 790563 790913 + fig00986359: hypothetical protein 7 15 22 -0.336 
7082 1239283 1239062 - prevent host death protein, phd antitoxin 4 12 16 -0.314 
6392 5091237 5093144 + methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein 10 16 26 -0.286 
6505 855907 856092 + fig00983757: hypothetical protein 9 15 24 -0.279 
5814 5804455 5805360 + miscellaneous; not classified regulator 18 22 40 -0.271 
6850 6558214 6558414 + hypothetical protein 6 12 18 -0.257 
5835 852928 853140 + fig00985468: hypothetical protein 19 22 41 -0.243 
6215 5036622 5037449 + hypothetical protein 14 18 32 -0.243 
5673 1627946 1629778 + predicted gluconate trap family transporter, dctm 
subunit 
23 25 48 -0.236 
5863 169504 169109 - fig00986244: hypothetical protein 20 22 42 -0.214 
7178 6039608 6039168 - hypothetical protein 5 10 15 -0.214 
7309 463839 464504 + maltose o-acetyltransferase (ec 2.3.1.79) 4 9 13 -0.207 
7367 464519 465313 + glycosyltransferase (ec 2.4.1.-) 4 9 13 -0.207 
7305 465307 466230 + udp-glucose 4-epimerase (ec 5.1.3.2) 4 9 13 -0.207 
7368 466227 467411 + glycosyl transferase, group 1 family protein 4 9 13 -0.207 
7369 467449 468279 + o-antigen export system, permease protein 4 9 13 -0.207 
7293 468284 469552 + teichoic acid export atp-binding protein tagh (ec 
3.6.3.40) 
4 9 13 -0.207 
7370 469568 470608 + hypothetical protein 4 9 13 -0.207 
7932 5222739 5221282 - transporter, mfs superfamily 2 7 9 -0.193 
7922 5223648 5222803 - beta-ketoadipate enol-lactone hydrolase (ec 3.1.1.24) 2 7 9 -0.193 
7923 5224813 5223653 - salicylate hydroxylase (ec 1.14.13.1) 2 7 9 -0.193 
7909 5224928 5225851 + lysr family transcriptional regulator stm3121 2 7 9 -0.193 
6928 6065903 6065712 - hypothetical protein 7 11 18 -0.193 
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Table A.3 (continued) 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start (bp) Stop (bp) Strand Annotation Total C 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total N 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total Number 
of Strains w/ 
Gene 
Gene Presence 
Index (GPI) 
6128 5285662 5285889 + hypothetical protein 16 18 34 -0.186 
5505 4027618 4029246 + beta-xylosidase (ec 3.2.1.37) 26 26 52 -0.186 
5458 4029973 4029302 - transcriptional regulator, gntr family 26 26 52 -0.186 
5481 4031131 4030106 - fig00984249: hypothetical protein 26 26 52 -0.186 
5474 4033081 4033953 + putative 2-pyrone-4,6-dicarboxylic acid hydrolase 26 26 52 -0.186 
5826 5037446 5038213 + hypothetical protein 21 22 43 -0.186 
5704 4071145 4072587 + 3-polyprenyl-4-hydroxybenzoate carboxy-lyase (ec 
4.1.1.-) 
24 24 48 -0.171 
5669 4077946 4078977 + oligopeptide transport atp-binding protein oppd (tc 
3.a.1.5.1) 
24 24 48 -0.171 
6838 3564340 3565827 + 3-phytase precursor (ec 3.1.3.8) 8 11 19 -0.164 
5296 2032864 2033283 + fig00985335: hypothetical protein 28 27 55 -0.164 
5303 2103626 2102508 - anhydro-n-acetylmuramic acid kinase (ec 2.7.1.-) 28 27 55 -0.164 
5536 6327009 6329456 + conjugative transfer protein trbe 23 23 46 -0.164 
5598 6329428 6330228 + conjugative transfer protein trbj 23 23 46 -0.164 
5597 6330448 6331596 + conjugative transfer protein trbl 23 23 46 -0.164 
5596 6331616 6332278 + conjugative transfer protein trbf 23 23 46 -0.164 
5595 6332295 6333116 + conjugative transfer protein trbg 23 23 46 -0.164 
5594 6333119 6333547 + conjugative transfer protein trbh 23 23 46 -0.164 
5593 6333562 6334842 + conjugative transfer protein trbi 23 23 46 -0.164 
5862 817458 817916 + hypothetical protein 17 18 35 -0.157 
6932 455861 456889 + n-acetylneuraminate synthase (ec 2.5.1.56) 7 10 17 -0.157 
6902 457037 457849 + 3-oxoacyl-[acyl-carrier protein] reductase (ec 
1.1.1.100) 
7 10 17 -0.157 
6905 457852 459312 + aldehyde dehydrogenase b (ec 1.2.1.22) 7 10 17 -0.157 
7045 459315 460085 + n-acetylneuraminate cytidylyltransferase (ec 2.7.7.43) 7 10 17 -0.157 
6750 460089 461999 + transketolase (ec 2.2.1.1) 7 10 17 -0.157 
6933 471455 472354 + hypothetical protein 7 10 17 -0.157 
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Table A.3 (continued) 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start (bp) Stop (bp) Strand Annotation Total C 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total N 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total Number 
of Strains w/ 
Gene 
Gene Presence 
Index (GPI) 
5331 2290879 2291811 + ribokinase (ec 2.7.1.15) 27 26 53 -0.157 
7982 2306986 2306765 - fig00985528: hypothetical protein 2 6 8 -0.157 
8296 5861460 5860486 - fig00984211: hypothetical protein 2 6 8 -0.157 
8297 5863468 5862650 - fig00984411: hypothetical protein 2 6 8 -0.157 
         
7989 6664926 6663991 - hypothetical protein 8 1 9 0.193 
7986 6665001 6665825 + transcriptional regulator, arac family 8 1 9 0.193 
6990 815614 813380 - hypothetical protein 13 5 18 0.193 
7117 800108 800395 + hypothetical protein 12 4 16 0.200 
6509 1836346 1836516 + fig00985337: hypothetical protein 17 8 25 0.200 
8478 6560074 6560346 + hypothetical protein 7 0 7 0.200 
5914 7126213 7125887 - hypothetical protein 22 12 34 0.200 
5771 6401031 6400720 - fig00986194: hypothetical protein 27 16 43 0.200 
517 489333 488419 - fig00986178: hypothetical protein 21 11 32 0.207 
6199 7332299 7332655 + fig00986068: hypothetical protein 21 11 32 0.207 
5405 805953 805681 - hypothetical protein 26 15 41 0.207 
4920 5052490 5050835 - mobile element protein 30 18 48 0.214 
5666 5535244 5534780 - mutt-like protein 30 18 48 0.214 
6430 6557587 6557865 + dna-binding protein hu 15 6 21 0.214 
5981 5760441 5759257 - glycoside hydrolase family 5 25 14 39 0.214 
5949 5761837 5760458 - fig00984941: hypothetical protein 25 14 39 0.214 
5975 5762841 5761840 - putative succinoglycan biosynthesis protein 25 14 39 0.214 
5980 5763664 5762834 - putative transmembrane protein 25 14 39 0.214 
5978 5766638 5764545 - fig00987130: hypothetical protein 25 14 39 0.214 
5973 5767782 5766625 - glycosyl transferase, group 1 family protein 25 14 39 0.214 
5960 5768584 5767811 - glycosyltransferase 25 14 39 0.214 
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Table A.3 (continued) 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start (bp) Stop (bp) Strand Annotation Total C 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total N 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total Number 
of Strains w/ 
Gene 
Gene Presence 
Index (GPI) 
5337 5443208 5442780 - vapc toxin protein 34 21 55 0.221 
7143 6462223 6463269 + permease of the drug/metabolite transporter (dmt) 
superfamily 
9 1 10 0.221 
7821 6675649 6676068 + hypothetical protein 9 1 10 0.221 
5599 5045517 5045299 - hypothetical protein 29 17 46 0.221 
5515 5053290 5052880 - blr0034; putative transposase 29 17 46 0.221 
5740 5810704 5813421 + multi-sensor hybrid histidine kinase 29 17 46 0.221 
6431 3283204 3282590 - peptide chain release factor homolog 18 8 26 0.229 
5423 6402193 6401165 - sensor histidine kinase, putative 33 20 53 0.229 
5923 2041911 2039314 - hypothetical protein 23 12 35 0.229 
6640 5672404 5673537 + urea abc transporter, urea binding protein 16 6 22 0.243 
6662 5673539 5674162 + two component response regulator 16 6 22 0.243 
6663 5674339 5675196 + aliphatic amidase amie (ec 3.5.1.4) 16 6 22 0.243 
6641 5675226 5676374 + urea abc transporter, urea binding protein 16 6 22 0.243 
6642 5676426 5677259 + urea abc transporter, permease protein urtb 16 6 22 0.243 
6634 5677252 5679009 + urea abc transporter, permease protein urtc 16 6 22 0.243 
6635 5679002 5679709 + urea abc transporter, atpase protein urte 16 6 22 0.243 
6646 5679747 5680883 + amidase 16 6 22 0.243 
6011 100724 100275 - hypothetical protein 25 13 38 0.250 
6420 3284414 3283191 - protein with similarity to rtcb 19 8 27 0.257 
6045 7019720 7018938 - d-beta-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase (ec 1.1.1.30) 24 12 36 0.257 
6083 7020473 7019733 - acetoacetate decarboxylase (ec 4.1.1.4) 24 12 36 0.257 
6082 7021599 7020463 - ferredoxin reductase 24 12 36 0.257 
6124 7346218 7345958 - fig00987039: hypothetical protein 18 7 25 0.264 
6332 483756 488366 + fig00804806: hypothetical protein 17 6 23 0.271 
6445 6304177 6304563 + mobile element protein 18 5 23 0.336 
5369 5024663 5026252 + mobile element protein 22 8 30 0.343 
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Gene 
Cluster 
Start (bp) Stop (bp) Strand Annotation Total C 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total N 
Strains w/ 
Gene 
Total Number 
of Strains w/ 
Gene 
Gene Presence 
Index (GPI) 
6316 6484139 6484438 + hypothetical protein 17 4 21 0.343 
6760 6029800 6030177 + two component response regulator 14 1 15 0.364 
6464 6484448 6484726 + hypothetical protein 17 3 20 0.379 
6079 6685648 6685875 + fig01075839: hypothetical protein 27 9 36 0.450 
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Table A.4:  Population genetic statistics, gene annotation, and mapping coordinates for genes with significant FST in N-evolved and 
control populations (49 genes). Colored cells correspond with the colored rectangles displaying genome position in Fig. 1. Bold 
values indicate 8 FST outliers shared among N-evolved and control populations and high and low quality populations. 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start 
(bp) 
Stop (bp) Strand Fst Pvalue 
Low 
Pvalue 
High 
Annotation π_C π_N dN/dS 
2577 60715 61329 + 0.094 0.000 0.000 OstA family protein_YP_002973912.1_Rleg_0062 0.008 0.024 0.086 
2583 70825 71340 + 0.040 0.006 0.030 peptide deformylase_YP_002973922.1_Rleg_0072_def 0.019 0.020 0.047 
3414 318183 317950 - 0.049 0.013 0.041 hypothetical protein_YP_002974158.1_Rleg_0308 0.006 0.017 0.155 
3426 362868 363410 + 0.044 0.013 0.041 exported flagella-like 
protein_YP_002974205.1_Rleg_0355 
0.011 0.022 0.085 
3438 509102 508365 - 0.063 0.000 0.000 16S ribosomal RNA methyltransferase 
RsmE_YP_002974331.1_Rleg_0486 
0.026 0.028 0.072 
3155 510700 509201 - 0.032 0.000 0.018 phosphate transporter_YP_002974332.1_Rleg_0487 0.031 0.033 0.051 
2193 518202 519401 + 0.051 0.006 0.030 FAD linked oxidase domain-containing 
protein_YP_002974340.1_Rleg_0495 
0.024 0.037 0.119 
2888 678395 679279 + 0.037 0.000 0.000 cytochrome C oxidase, subunit 
II_YP_002974485.1_Rleg_0642 
0.015 0.011 0.034 
2843 685449 686201 + 0.050 0.000 0.018 surfeit locus 1 family 
protein_YP_002974493.1_Rleg_0650 
0.024 0.033 0.126 
3264 924020 922455 - 0.033 0.006 0.030 hypothetical protein_YP_002974771.1_Rleg_0936 0.022 0.029 0.033 
2523 959370 958876 - 0.222 0.000 0.000 N-acetyltransferase GCN5_YP_002974809.1_Rleg_0975 0.010 0.019 0.120 
3279 993330 992836 - 0.054 0.006 0.030 hypothetical protein_YP_002974843.1_Rleg_1009 0.010 0.022 0.111 
1390 1330395 1329409 - 0.037 0.000 0.018 aldo/keto reductase_YP_002975175.1_Rleg_1344 0.022 0.029 0.099 
1324 1933496 1932990 - 0.040 0.013 0.041 HxlR family transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002975763.1_Rleg_1942 
0.013 0.022 0.152 
3329 2071556 2072023 + 0.048 0.013 0.041 hypothetical protein_YP_002975896.1_Rleg_2079 0.011 0.027 0.097 
3092 2077673 2076681 - 0.045 0.013 0.041 RluA family pseudouridine 
synthase_YP_002975903.1_Rleg_2086 
0.013 0.028 0.021 
2705 2087274 2088320 + 0.084 0.006 0.030 glycoside hydrolase_YP_002975913.1_Rleg_2097 0.013 0.026 0.055 
3318 2252010 2251633 - 0.051 0.013 0.041 hypothetical protein_YP_002976062.1_Rleg_2246 0.009 0.021 0.029 
2626 2382163 2381117 - 0.142 0.000 0.000 adenylate/guanylate 
cyclase_YP_002976186.1_Rleg_2375 
0.018 0.094 0.130 
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Table A.4 (continued) 
 
Gene 
Cluster 
Start 
(bp) 
Stop (bp) Strand Fst Pvalue 
Low 
Pvalue 
High 
Annotation π_C π_N dN/dS 
2913 2752758 2753450 + 0.071 0.006 0.030 MerR family transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002976569.1_Rleg_2769 
0.009 0.025 0.061 
2923 2784803 2785318 + 0.038 0.006 0.030 hypothetical protein_YP_002976603.1_Rleg_2803 0.016 0.020 0.032 
3301 2972136 2972612 + 0.072 0.000 0.018 transcription elongation factor 
GreA_YP_002976774.1_Rleg_2976_greA 
0.005 0.009 0.023 
2665 2982023 2983189 + 0.059 0.013 0.041 major facilitator superfamily 
protein_YP_002976783.1_Rleg_2985 
0.058 0.024 0.102 
3407 3028873 3029586 + 0.054 0.013 0.041 family 3 extracellular solute-binding 
protein_YP_002976827.1_Rleg_3031 
0.011 0.020 0.055 
3442 3047010 3047921 + 0.039 0.008 0.046 coproporphyrinogen III 
oxidase_YP_002976846.1_Rleg_3050 
0.012 0.020 0.067 
4304 3409991 3411229 + 0.042 0.006 0.030 extracellular solute-binding 
protein_YP_002977178.1_Rleg_3393 
0.007 0.015 0.055 
4016 3417010 3416183 - 0.077 0.006 0.030 glycoside hydrolase_YP_002977184.1_Rleg_3399 0.008 0.022 0.038 
4013 3421208 3419862 - 0.062 0.006 0.030 group 1 glycosyl 
transferase_YP_002977187.1_Rleg_3402 
0.019 0.021 0.110 
3538 3444908 3444174 - 0.041 0.013 0.041 GntR family transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002977207.1_Rleg_3422 
0.009 0.023 0.072 
3649 3446138 3445152 - 0.048 0.006 0.030 sugar ABC transporter substrate-binding 
protein_YP_002977208.1_Rleg_3423 
0.006 0.020 0.036 
3996 3447167 3446187 - 0.042 0.008 0.046 NAD-dependent 
epimerase/dehydratase_YP_002977209.1_Rleg_3424 
0.013 0.034 0.142 
2648 3605696 3604614 - 0.061 0.000 0.000 Sel1 domain-containing protein repeat-containing 
protein_YP_002977352.1_Rleg_3567 
0.020 0.032 0.099 
2410 3668413 3668186 - 0.047 0.006 0.030 hypothetical protein_YP_002977414.1_Rleg_3630 0.008 0.030 0.071 
3520 3767937 3768776 + 0.050 0.006 0.030 AraC family transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002977497.1_Rleg_3715 
0.015 0.012 0.098 
4610 3955556 3955840 + 0.057 0.006 0.030 BolA family protein_YP_002977668.1_Rleg_3886 0.005 0.010 0.135 
2827 4154090 4154887 + 0.047 0.006 0.030 family 3 extracellular solute-binding 
protein_YP_002977859.1_Rleg_4079 
0.013 0.021 0.056 
2530 4395703 4394972 - 0.059 0.013 0.041 nucleotidyl transferase_YP_002978067.1_Rleg_4288 0.009 0.029 0.060 
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Gene 
Cluster 
Start 
(bp) 
Stop (bp) Strand Fst Pvalue 
Low 
Pvalue 
High 
Annotation π_C π_N dN/dS 
5164 5063315 5063953 + 0.116 0.000 0.000 polysaccharide 
deacetylase_YP_002973097.1_Rleg_4917; nodB 
0.025 0.019 0.205 
5152 5071154 5070072 - 0.087 0.006 0.030 Fis family sigma-54 specific transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002973104.1_Rleg_4925; nifA 
0.023 0.029 0.283 
5156 5072965 5071658 - 0.161 0.000 0.000 Electron-transferring-flavoprotein 
dehydrogenase_YP_002973106.1_Rleg_4927; fixc 
0.022 0.023 0.092 
5189 5075505 5076392 + 0.183 0.000 0.018 nitrogenase 
reductase_YP_002973109.1_Rleg_4930_nifH 
0.018 0.024 0.024 
5190 5076485 5077996 + 0.165 0.000 0.000 nitrogenase molybdenum-iron protein alpha 
chain_YP_002973110.1_Rleg_4931; nifD 
0.010 0.009 0.127 
5192 5078074 5079606 + 0.061 0.000 0.000 nitrogenase molybdenum-iron protein beta 
chain_YP_002973111.1_Rleg_4932; nifK 
0.020 0.015 0.077 
4305 5565675 5566526 + 0.073 0.000 0.018 binding-protein-dependent transport systems inner 
membrane component_YP_002973550.1_Rleg_5386 
0.013 0.027 0.056 
2283 5658015 5657158 - 0.020 0.008 0.046 binding-protein-dependent transport systems inner 
membrane component_YP_002984633.1_Rleg_6632 
0.026 0.025 0.028 
3030 5709908 5710930 + 0.029 0.006 0.030 beta-N-
acetylhexosaminidase_YP_002984684.1_Rleg_6683 
0.028 0.026 0.137 
2251 5726749 5727582 + 0.067 0.000 0.000 IclR family transcriptional 
regulator_YP_002984703.1_Rleg_6702 
0.013 0.025 0.043 
2832 6082754 6083395 + 0.078 0.000 0.000 putative hydrolase protein_YP_002985044.1_Rleg_7072 0.055 0.038 0.159 
4546 7063580 7061451 - 0.046 0.006 0.030 hypothetical protein_YP_002978736.1_Rleg_6231 0.050 0.098 0.203 
 
 
